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carriers for thousands of plants, because they 
have long tongues and so are able to take nectar 
from deep flowers which-the honey-bee cannot 
reach. This fa9t has proved very important 
to groweFs of r~d clover, for only the bumble-bee 
can reach the nectar and thus carry the pollen 
for this important plant. The sight of a 
bumble-bee should warm the heart of every 
lover of flowe_rs, a.ud bumble-bees should be 
protected by law. 

How Bee-bread is Made 
In early spring we often see a great bumble-bee 

queen or mother flying low over the freshening 

from the eggs laid by the queen, and a few 
drones to be mates for the queens. 

The queens are the only members of the whole 
colony of hundreds of workers and drones that 
are strong enough to stand the cold of winter. 
Thus each bumble-bee colony lasts only for one 
season, while the honey-bees pass the winter 
in a semi-dormant state. · 

Friends of the Flowers 
The hairy body of the bumble-bee is of great 

use in brushing and holding the pollen when she 
is working on flowers. After she is well pow
dered she alights on some leaf, and with the 

THE PUZZLE OF A BEE'S FLIGHT 
most strenuous and comical efforts 
combs the pollen out of her fur with 
special combs on her legs, and packs 
it in her pollen-baskets on her hind 
legs. There are many -species of 
bumble-bee, some large and others 
small, but whatever their size they 
are all beneficent friends of the 
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flowers. . 
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Among the most common of the 
solitary bees are the carpenters, the 
leaf-cutters, and the miners. The 
mother 9arpenter-bee bores ·a tunnel 
in soft dead wood by cutting out 
the chips with her jaws. .The tunnel 
leads straight in for a short distance 
and then downward, and it is just • 
large enough for her to · move in 

~ comfortably. After the tunnel is 
Perhaps you have noticed the extraordinary skill of many insects in whirl- completed she gathers pollen and 
ing and darting and swooping through the air. How they steer themselves nectar from flowers, and mixes them 
so deftly in their sudden turns is still a mystery to science. Here we see · t b 11 Th h 1 
(B) the typical course of a bee approaching a blossom, and (A) the twisting In 0 a ~ · en S e ays . an egg 

. path of a fly. .When the bee ha.s t~ken on its loa~ of pollen and upon this pollen mass. Next she 
honey, however, ~t returns .to the hive 1n a pa~h so straight t~at we use gathers some of the chips ~ cut out 

the expressiOn " bee-hne" for the most direct route possible. · . k" th t l d 1 th · m ma Ing e unne an g ues em 
meadows, hunting for the deserted nest of a together with saliva, making a little partition 
field-mouse or some other suitable cavity . for above the pollen mass. This acts as a floor 
a home. Finding a cosy place, she toils early for the next cell, in which she places another 
and late gathering pollen and nectar from all pollen ball and another egg. She thus ·makes 
flowers in bloom. This she mixes into an several cells, in each of which a young bee 
irregular mass of solid'' bee-bread,'' upon which hatches from the egg and develops t~ maturity. 
she lays a few eggs, gradually adding to the upon the "bee-bread" she has provided. 
pollen mass until the first brood is hatched. When they are fully grown each young bee 

Looking After Baby Bumble-bees tears down the partition above him, and they 
The little bee grub as soon as it is hatched all come out into the world in single file. 

burrows into the bee-bread, making a little cave Carpenter and Leaf-cutter Bees · 
for itself as it eats. After it is fully grown it Not all carpenter bees bore into solid wood, 
spins a silken cocoon about itself, and later for many species bore out the pith in the dead 
comes out a worker bumble-bee. She and her twig§ of bramble, elder, raspberry, and other 
si3ters then relieve the queen-mother from the bushes. Some carpenter bees are le~f-cutters 
work of providing food, so that she can give all also, lining their' nests with pieces cut out of 
her energies to the sole duty of laying eggs. leaves, especially rose leaves, and making the 
These daughters tend the growing family with partition above the cell with circular pieces cut 
the most devoted care, and later ·strengthen from the same leaf. Leaf-cutter bees are very 
the silken · cocoon cradles with wax, making clever in saving themselves the trouble of 
them into cells in which they store honey. boring out a nest, and often use crevices between 
Late in the season a few queens are developed the shingles or even the holes in awning rods. 
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